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         HIGHLIGHTS: 
          
         - Mrs. Tourongau, aged 67, describes the promises made in 
         Treaty 8 and the way in which they were subsequently broken.            
         Rosalie:  "There will be one slaughtered for each family.  If 
         there is a large number of you, it will be for your food 
         supply," this is what they were told.  They were dressed in 
         shabby clothes, there were only a few of them who stood in 
         line.  To mah, my grandfather was one of them.  The other 
         person was her brother (referring to someone) and my uncle.  
         They all carried rifles as they stood in line having their 
         picture taken. To one side was carried what were the promises 
         which stated that nothing would ever be stopped (privileges) in 
         order to make a living.  It is us, not the white man.  There are 
         even some here without homes; some white people live that way.  
         A person is bettter off in the bush for making a living, if his 
         land has been taken away from him. He is better off making his 
         living there, long ago people... I used to keep...  Maybe I 
         still have it here, a flint by which they make their living.  
         They used it to make a fire.  They made a living.  They made a 
         good living then. 
          
         Inter:  How old are you? 
          
         Rosalie:  67 years, I am approaching it. 
          
         Inter:  And your name? 



          
         Rosalie:  Rosalie Tourangau, I won't hesitate, I'll tell you 
         everything as to how the livelihood was long ago. 
          
         Inter:  How old were you at the time of the Treaty? 
          
         Rosalie:  I was already a big girl, there were no trees here 
         when the treaty was first signed.  Alex Oneemeeto was already a 
         young man. We were past childhood.  There was nothing here, it 
         was prairie during the time of treaty.  How many years ago, or 
         the proper name of the year, that I can't say.  I had asked the 
         priest as I had kept some papers (letters) here.  I asked him 
         how old I would have been and how many years ago that was.  But 
         I don't know where those papers would be now, maybe I left them 
         somewhere. When the treaty was first made, we were given 
         everything such as food, nothing was restricted. 
          
         Inter:  That is what he would like to hear, how and what you 
         were given at first?  Did you receive ammunition, pellets, gun- 
         powder?   
          
         Mary Whitehead:  Yes, tea, one box because there were many men. 
          
         Inter:  How about nets? 
          
         Mary Whitehead:  Nets too. 
          
         Inter:  How about twine? 
          
         Mary Whitehead:  Yes, twine was given out too and also snare wire. 
          
         Inter: How about clothing? 
          
          
          
         Mary Whitehead:  The clothes were only given to the chief. 
          
         Inter: How about blankets? 
          
         Rosalie:  They were issued blankets, they were called "Treaty 
         Blankets".  They were red and they could be used as coats to 
         keep warm, the older people were issued with these. 
          
         Inter:  How about canvas? 
          
         Rosalie:  Enough canvas was issued to make one tipi.  My 
         aunt's father was allowed to keep his tipi which was made out 
         of ten moose hides.  That was the livelihood and shelter of 
         long ago. They got a rifle as well as gunpowder too.  Today 
         the people are destitute.  When one gets groceries they come with 
         practically nothing. 
          
         Inter:  It is good when people relate the stories the way it 
         used to be, so the people will know. 
          
         Mary Whitehead:  When the treaty signing was completed, the 
         Indians were given one cow and other food supplies.  A feast 



         was made for all the people who were there. 
          
         Inter:  Do you receive ammunition every month, like the Indians 
         used to get? 
          
         Mary Whitehead;  They could get ammunition anytime as they used 
         the ammunition.   
          
         Inter:  It wasn't only once a month? 
          
         Mary:  Yes, anytime,  It appeared as though that this country 
         would be a good place forever, but I guess the Indians were 
         fooled.   
          
         Rosalie:  When the people were issued their flour, they would 
         travel by boat to go and make their livelihood, they were 
         properly cared for long ago.  Today it is getting worse as the 
         chiefs are being replaced, it will get to a point where we'll 
         get nothing. 
          
         Mary:  I often wish my nephew could be a chief. 
          
         Inter:  How about education for children, what was discussed 
         for the future of education? 
          
          
          
         Mary:  That I don't know anything about.  It took place much 
         later.   
          
         Inter:  It was later that the children were attending the 
         missions. 
          
         Rosalie:  It is true that many families sent their children to 
         be taught religion and they were taught the French way. 
          
         Inter:  What was the name of the first missionary who was here? 
          
         Rosalie:  What was his name, he was known as "bald head," he 
         only had hair in his nose.  What was his name, the priest had 
         told me.  There was one by the name of Joseph, he was here in 
         the beginning, he baptized this one.  I can't remember his 
         last name.  Then it was "bald head," and I can't remember his 
         name.  The other priest was Chipewyan; there were two priests 
         here.   
          
         Inter:  During the time that treaty was made, was there a 
         Hudson's Bay store here already? 
          
         Mary:  Yes it was here already. 
          
         Inter:  When the Hudson's Bay store was here, was the land 
         purchased by the storekeeper as well? 
          
         Mary:  No. 
          
         Rosalie:  That area where the store is located used to serve as 



         a cemetery for the treaty Indians.  They used to dig up the 
         graves, take the bones and bury them somewhere else.  Nobody 
         bought that land. 
          
         Mary:  Nobody, nobody bought land.   
          
         Inter:  I can remember this area too, we used to live here 
         somewhere.  It was covered with water then. 
          
         Rosalie:  Yes, the water was deep and this was all prairie.  
         They used to trap in this area where there are trees now.   
          
         Inter:  There was an old road, up here. 
          
         Rosalie:  No land was paid for, it belongs to Manitou, one 
         could camp any place.  Today, even camping is to be paid for.  
         It is getting worse for the bush people, they are being 
         mistreated.  It appears as though the bush people are only 
         visiting, they too must have a place to live. 
          
         Inter:  When the treaty was first made did the farmer 
         instructor promise the Indians cattle and also to assist them 
         in agriculture? 
          
         Mary:  Yes. 
          
         Rosalie:  He didn't promise them that he would help them with 
         farming but he told them that they could slaughter a cow if a 
         family was large and in need.  Only a few people who were 
         living in the bush tried gardening and sowing of grain. 
          
         Inter:  If one was interested in farming, was there promises 
         made that implements would be supplied?  
          
         Rosalie:  Yes, the priests helped them. 
          
         Mary:  They were told that implements would be provided.  If 
         they chose to farm. 
          
         Rosalie:  They were given implements.  My great-grandfather 
         Baptiste Picgow planted a garden at Weegusk Creek, all the 
         implements were in a bundle which came from the Indian agent.  
         This was also for my dad.  
          
         Inter:  The missionaries put up a fence around this property, 
         and didn't they have a large number of cattle?  From that herd 
         some Indians got their cattle.  What became of those cattle? 
          
         Rosalie:  They supplied the children with milk from the cattle. 
         They kept them for five years.  They did have many cattle, and 
         they put up a fence around the property but it wasn't given to 
         them.  They slaughtered the cattle in the end. 
          
         Inter:  The priest travelled, visiting people, telling them he 
         was praying for their relatives who had passed away.  Didn't 
         the Indians give them hides and pelts? 
          



         Rosalie:  Yes, they did.  In return for prayers to be said for 
         their relatives.  Yes, it's true. 
          
         Inter:  The priest travelled with the chief while visiting the 
         people, but he was just being unfair to the Indians. 
          
         Rosalie:  He was supposed to help the people. 
          
         Inter: He said he would help the Indians and support them if in 
         need, but today there is none of that.  Today you could go to a 
         priest's house, no matter how hungry we are, he will not feed us. 
          
         Rosalie:  Yes, that is true. 
          
          
         Inter:  They have planes and cars. I have seen a priest passing 
         some old women, he didn't give them a ride.  He was very unfair 
         to the bush people.  He burnt up the different things the 
         Indians used for medicine.  He helped the white people, he even 
         burned a drum.  All the people know what happened.  Now all the 
         people here are using the white man's medicine and are being 
         poisoned by it here at Chipewyan.  They are killing us off.   
          
         Rosalie:  They would be better off if they too used the 
         different barks.  To boil them and make medicine they would 
         live longer.  Much of the medicine has been used here in this 
         community.  There should be a doctor in this community. The 
         people are not getting the help they need.   
          
         Inter:  Do you remember the agent's name? 
          
         Rosalie:  I don't remember. 
          
         Lawrence:  Was his name Conroy? 
          
         Rosalie:  I think that was his name.  That is what the agent 
         used to say.  There was one here who was part agent and part 
         doctor.  His name was Dr. Louis. 
          
         Inter:  It was then Bob Burnitt who was the agent. 
          
         Rosalie:  Yes, that was he, who then was the agent. 
          
         Inter:  What time of year was it when the treaty payment took 
         place, was it in the fall or the spring? 
          
         Rosalie:  It was in the summer, the month of July. 
          
         Inter:  I mean the first treaty signing. 
          
         Rosalie:  Yes, it was the same month. 
          
         Mary:  The people waited here for the man to come and make the 
         payment.   
          
         Rosalie:  The grass was this high (indicating with hand) when 
         the treaty money was being paid. 



          
         Inter:  When your late father was promised money did he accept 
         it immediately or did he wait for a long period of time? 
          
         Mary:  No, he didn't accept it at first.  He made the trip many 
         times but he didn't accept the money, he would come home without 
          
          
         it.  He felt that if he took scrip that he would be better off, 
         "we'd be our own boss" but if he accepted treaty he would be 
         worse off, he would be poor.   
          
         Rosalie:  He finally accepted treaty money as he was being 
         encouraged by others. 
          
         Inter:  How about the Metis, did they take scrip immediately, 
         because they too were never white people? 
          
         Mary:  Yes, they accepted when they were just asked.   
          
         Inter:  Were they promised anything? 
          
         Mary:  That I don't know.  It was my father who told me what 
         took place and what was said to him. 
          
         Inter:  As far as you can recall, did the Metis people hunt on 
         the Indian reserve? 
          
         Mary:  No. 
          
         Lawrence:  Where is that? 
          
         Inter:  Over here, it is a park, and her father was promised he 
         would get that park.  When the treaty was first made, did the 
         people have a choice as to what they wanted? 
          
         Mary:  That I don't know. 
          
         Inter:  There were two things, you either accepted money or you 
         didn't.   
          
         Rosalie:  If you choose to take money, you would receive it 
         yearly.  But some were told not to accept it by the Metis and 
         some Indians didn't take the money at first.  Then my father 
         accepted the treaty money.   
          
         Mary:  They have already broken that promise too.  My father 
         was agreeable as the promises which were made were good.  Now 
         where are those promises today, there is nothing. 
          
         Rosalie:  The Metis hunted muskrats all over the place.  They 
         even trapped on our reserve. There was never any problem.  But 
         it is the white man who is causing trouble, they are jealous. 
          
         (Unknown Speaker):  I , too, can recall when I first arrived 
         here.  When the treaty Indians arrived here.  The Metis were 
          



          
         paying for their land. They wouldn't allow the Indians to live 
         in their tents, they were paying for the lands.  The treaty 
         Indians had to clean up if they were moving camp, I remember 
         that.   
          
         Inter:  Your late father when he surrendered the land, do you 
         recall the depth of the land surface? 
          
         Mary:  No. 
          
         Inter:  It was one foot or six inches?  What did he surrender?  
         During that time my father was 8 years old.  Alex 
         Katsthowayscum was the Chief.  He spoke to the commissioner, 
         and my father told me that he was scared to death. There were 
         many red coats (NWMP) and also many Indians carrying rifles.  
         That is where they met and shook hands.  The chief told the 
         commissioner that he would take the $5.00 he was promised.  
         "But my land, I'm only allowing you six inches of surface land.  
         If there is anything found below the ground, my grandchildren 
         and children will own all that.  If you are willing to do that 
         I will accept the $5.00."  The commissioner was in agreement to 
         that.  He promised that as long as the sun was shining and the 
         river flowing...only when these things are reversed will this 
         promise change.  If these promises were not carried out, they 
         would be brought to court.  That was the promise which was made 
         to Katsthowayscum.  When the agent was travelling to the 
         different bands, he made different promises to different 
         people.  But some of that was promised by the commissioner as 
         well.   
          
         Mary:  That statement "As long as the sun walks, as long as the 
         water flows, as long as the grass grows."  This was to last 
         forever as the promises were made this way.  "It is for your own 
         use," is what they were told.  The sun is still walking, but he 
         is dead long ago.  Now they want to put an end to the treaties, 
         they shouldn't do that. 
          
         Rosalie:  Her husband was told the same thing, he was 
         accompanying the chief.  "You will not be in a state of 
         destitution, nothing will be restricted for you."  "As long as 
         the sun walks."  That is what they told them when they received 
         the money. 
          
         Mary:  They will ruin this land. 
          
         Inter:  Was there any discussion on how they should fish?  Were 
         the treaty Indians allowed to fish anyplace? 
          
          
          
         Rosalie:  A treaty Indian was allowed to fish at anytime. 
          
         Inter:  Were they required to have permits? 
          
         Rosalie:  No, they didn't need a permit.  They were doing it to 
         make a living.  



          
         Inter:  Today when we are fishing, we must have a permit 
         attached to our net. When I am going to fish nowadays, I have 
         to pay $5.00.  If I am to sell the fish, it's $15.00. 
          
         (End of Interview)     
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